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Mona Plant System - Ring 77
Mona Plant System Rings have been developed specifically after requests from specifiers and contractors
wishing to effectively and efficiently irrigate a tree rootball or a planter. It is the most efficient method of
ensuring quick establishment and a healthy start for trees and plants.

Mona Plant System Rings have been installed in many projects across the UK and Europe. Particularly
suitable for interior landscape projects with large planter installations. Ensures quick establishment of
plants and healthy root development, provides a more robust solution to the watering of large trees
reservoirs surround the rootball to provide a continuous source of water. The system forms a ring around
the rootball to ensure optimal growth. Ideal for installation of rootball trees in hard landscaped areas.

Benefits:
•  For use in hard landscaped areas with rootball trees
•  Install in large decorative planters for consistent watering
•  Ideal for deep planting
•  Suits interior or exterior landscaping
•  Particularly suitable for the establishment of large trees

Internal Diameter:
165cm

External Diameter: 
190cm

Water Volume (L): 
34
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Installation:

1. Measure the dimensions of the rootball or planter and select the correct size Mona Ring. For bespoke
sizes please contact the Green-tech technical team.

2. Cover with growing media, ensuring there is a 150mm depth between roots/rootball and the Mona
Plant System Ring.

3. Ensure the upright filler pipe stands proud of the nursery line/planter.

4. Back-fill with growing media and plants as per specification

5. Fill with water until the float within the filler pipe rises to the fill level.

Contact Green-tech for more information.


